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2019 was a notable year for the Access Copyright Foundation programs. Strategic planning in    
response to the five-year program review, revision of the program guidelines and grant application 
forms, initiating an online portal application intake process, and operational changes have led to a 
slightly more substantial year-end report.  
 

We have retained the more readable format introduced last year, with graphics and charts to     
present statistics and highlights. We have also omitted minutes of meetings attended by ACF 
Board members and information previously submitted to ACF. We hope it captures both the 2019 
funding year and the vital role Access Copyright Foundation has assumed in providing support to 
the creators, developers and disseminators of Canadian publishable content.    
 

 

Joanne Gerber 
Program Consultant 
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ACF offered three grant programs in 2019:  Marian Hebb 
Research, Professional Development and Events. Both   
Research and Events juries convened in person in         
Saskatoon, to allocate $100,000 in funding. The             
Professional Development jury met remotely via WebEx to 
award grants totalling $50,000.  
 

 

 

MARIAN HEBB RESEARCH GRANTS 

 

The 60 applications submitted to the Marian Hebb            
Research Grant program in 2019 reflect the growing        
diversity of contemporary Canadian literature’s authors and 
thematic interests. ACF funded 17 applicants: one visual 
arts organization and 16 writers undertaking research for 
their fiction or non-fiction manuscripts. Historical research 
frequently explored diverse communities underrepresented 
in literature, such as African-Canadian settlements in       
Alberta and Saskatchewan; Haiku poetry groups in          
Japanese-Canadian internment camps; first-wave feminists 
and coloured suffragettes in the UK; the original translators 
of the Qu’ran into English; and the effects of forest fires on 
wildlife integral to the survival of Mi’kma’ki and Mi’kmaw 
communities. ACF grants also supported inquiry into more 
recent social history, including coming-of-age and leaving 
home stories of older queer millennials; the stress and     
alienation of 21st Century life, and interviews with family 
members of murdered women in Western Canada. 
 

The Marian Hebb Research program clearly fills a gap in 
support for Canadian content creators. It has become a    
go-to grant for writers and artists whose manuscript         
research requires travel. Supported by ACF, recipients were 
able to visit sites, conduct in-person interviews and access    
specialized collections throughout North America as well as 
Australia, France, Iceland, India, Italy, Switzerland, Ukraine 
and the United Kingdom. The research opportunities      
provided by Access Copyright Foundation will enrich their 
lives and inform their works. 

This research trip had a 
huge impact on my    
writing career. The   
manuscript is a logical       
extension from my     
previous publications in    
poetry and non-fiction, 
but more than that, as a 
coloured woman myself, 
this research and the 
writing I subsequently 
began from my findings 
allows me to write        
directly into an area that 
has historically been 
passed over by literary 
texts…I found immense 
benefit in the research I 
was able to complete in 
London for this grant, 
and I am deeply grateful 
to Access Copyright for 
the opportunity to travel 
there in person.    

                           
  -- Jenna Butler 
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Recipient Community Discipline Amount Project Description 

Bennett, Andrea  
Kathleen 

Powell River Literary $3,740 To take a generational snapshot of the coming
-of-age and leaving home stories of older 
queer millennials in Canada. 

Butler, Jenna Red Deer Literary $4,000 To complete research for a novel set in 1860s 
London, England about the rise of first-wave 
feminism and the role of coloured suffragettes. 

Canadian Artists'  
Representation / Le 
Front des artistes 
canadiens 

Ottawa Visual $8,400 To conduct research on international best 
practices for the Artists' Resale Right, and at-
tend meetings in Sydney and Geneva, where 
developments will be discussed by industry 
experts. 

Daher, Anita Winnipeg Literary $7,500 To research a novel for young adult readers 
about an Icelandic teen's journey to her new 
home in Canada during Iceland's first great 
exodus in 1874. 

D'Costa, Jasmine Toronto Literary $7,500 To track two brothers who leave India, twenty 
years apart, go to Italy, then alienate them-
selves much to the puzzlement of their loving 
family. 

Di Cintio, Marcello Calgary Literary $7,403 To conduct interviews and research for a book 
about the fascinating and untold lives of     
Canadian taxi drivers. 

Foggo, Cheryl Calgary Literary $7,000 To conduct research into the historic African-

Canadian communities of Saskatchewan and 
Alberta in order to support a comprehensive 
and accurate published record of those     
communities. 

Henley, Tara Vancouver Literary $7,500 To explore the stress and alienation of 21st 
Century life, and investigate all the weird and 
wonderful ways people around the world are 
resisting this. 

Houle, Jennifer Hanwell Literary $3,057 To research the influence of 1776 Roman Poet 
Laureate Corilla Olimpica and French writer 
Germaine de Stael on persistent conceptions 
of women artists and public figures. 

joudry, shalan Bear River 
First Nation 

Literary $7,500 To research wildlife from non-Mi'kmaw science 
studies in order to compare and more fully 
complete this story of fire in Mi'kma'ki. 

Leslie, Alexandra Richmond Literary $7,500 To explore Jewish memory and history of the 
Holocaust in the Ukraine for the purpose of 
writing a magic realist novel about Holocaust 
memory. 

Lowe, Lezlie Halifax Literary $1,975 To complete a research trip to Ottawa as part 
of the completion of a work-in-progress book, 
The Volunteers. 

Malla, Pasha Hamilton Literary $5,000 To travel to Italy to research the physicist   
Ettore Majorana for my novel, The Majorana 
Equation. 

Marian Hebb Research Grant 2019 Recipients 



Merrill, Alexandra Winnipeg Literary $7,500 To research the scientific evidence of, and 
attitudes toward, the health effects of asbestos 
now and when asbestos was a growth industry 
in Quebec. 

Noyes, Steve Victoria Literary $7,458 To research, in UK libraries, archives, settings, 
and with experts, the lives of Marmaduke  
Pickthall and Yusuf Ali, translators of the 
Qur'an, for a novel. 

Pearce, Jacqueline Burnaby Literary $5,100 To research haiku poetry clubs in Japanese-

Canadian internment camps, translate haiku 
written in the camps, and write articles about 
the haiku clubs and their historical-cultural 
context. 

Pearson, Patricia Roseneath Literary $1,867 To conduct interviews with family members of 
women murdered by unknown assailants in 
Calgary in the early 1990s, as well as in    
Vancouver. 

For several years, CARFAC has recommended that 
Canada should legislate the Artist’s Resale Right (ARR), 
and we regularly refer to international best practices 
models to build our case. Our ability to attend meetings 
in Geneva and Sydney in order to meet with industry   
experts from countries that have legislated the ARR has 
been, and will continue to be, very useful as we continue 
our efforts to legislate it in Canada. If this is achieved, 
Canadian visual artists will benefit financially from this 
important policy change, which has been already been 
adopted in nearly 100 other countries…. We very much 
appreciate the opportunity to engage in this in-depth    
international research, and we are grateful to the support 
that the Access Copyright Foundation provided for us to 
do this. We would not have been able to engage in these 
activities without it.    
           -- CARFAC  

(Marian Hebb Research Grant 2019 Recipients cont.) 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

GRANTS  

 

The intake for Professional         
Development reached an all-time 
high in 2019, with 73 applications   
submitted by Canadian writers, 
publishing professionals and visual 
artists from  Sackville, New    
Brunswick to Port Alberni, British 
Columbia. By careful allocation of 
the $50,000 funding envelope, the 
jury was able to award grants to 25 
applicants. 
  
The projects were as diverse as the 
applicants. ACF PD grants         
provided access to self-directed  
residencies; studio and writing   
programs; skills development and 
mentorship; conferences and   
symposia, and courses in topics as 
far-ranging as restorative justice, 
graphic design, photography,    
Chinese folk-art painting, author-
funding mechanisms, copyright law 
and social marketing.   
 

Publishing professionals and      
authors attended international 
events such the Frankfurt Book 
Fair, the University of Bremen’s art 
production Meisterschuler, the 
TEXT/SOUND/PERFORMANCE: 
Making in Canadian Space       
conference in Dublin and            
intellectual property and copyright 
conferences in Berlin and Geneva.  
 

ACF’s investment will elevate the 
creative work of our authors and 
publishing professionals, and      
ultimately, Canadian published 
content.  

 

With the generous support of 
the Access Copyright Founda-
tion, I           attended the Sage 
Hill Spring Poetry Colloquium 
in Muenster,              Saskatch-
ewan. It was an absolutely in-
credible, life-changing experi-
ence. I went with the hopes of 
finding a passionate, engaged 
community of   writers in a 
close-knit, nurturing environ-
ment, and found exactly that…
Our mealtime and  evening 
conversations about the writ-
ing life,           publishing and 
the craft of poetry were some 
of the most stimulating and 
nourishing I’ve had in years. 
 

George Elliot Clarke was a 
sensational teacher and men-
tor. His daily  writing assign-
ments challenged me to ap-
proach poems in ways I hadn’t 
before. Thanks to his guid-
ance and immensely helpful 
feedback, I gained tremendous 
clarity and a new direction for 

With the generous support of the Access 

Copyright Foundation, I attended the Sage 

Hill Spring Poetry Colloquium in Muenster, 

Saskatchewan. It was an absolutely           

incredible, life-changing experience. I went 

with the hopes of finding a passionate,     

engaged community of writers in a close-

knit, nurturing environment, and found     

exactly that…Our mealtime and  evening 

conversations about the writing life,       

publishing and the craft of poetry were 

some of the most stimulating and          

nourishing I’ve had in years. 

George Elliot Clarke was a sensational 

teacher and mentor. His daily writing        

assignments challenged me to approach  

poems in ways I hadn’t before. Thanks to 

his guidance and immensely helpful feed-

back, I gained tremendous clarity and a new 

direction for my manuscript. 

The final, most exciting outcome of my time 

at Sage Hill was meeting the future         

publisher of my manuscript-in-progress!  

After returning to Toronto in early June, one 

of my fellow participants, the acquisitions 

editor at Frontenac House Books, invited 

me to submit my manuscript and project  

description. In response, she immediately 

offered me a publishing contract, and my 

new collection, “Unearthing” (working title) 

will be forthcoming in Fall 2020! I will 

acknowledge the Access Copyright      

Foundation’s generous support in the              

Acknowledgements page of my book, and 

on my website as well. I am very grateful to 

the Access Copyright Foundation for this 

professional development opportunity.   

         

     -- Lisa Richter   
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Professional Development Grant 2019 Recipients 

CREATORS 

Recipient Community Discipline Amount Project Description 

Beriault, Alexandra Toronto Visual $3,000 Through the University of Arts Bremen, I will 
partake in a self-directed art production program 
called a Meisterschuler under the mentorship of 
artist Rosa Barba. 

Cui, Jinzhe Edmonton Visual $3,000 Through the learning of Chinese Folk Art    
Painting, to advance my artistic practice and to 
expand my creative expression craft and skills. 

Garbutt, Loretta Toronto Literary $247 CANSCAIP's Packaging Your Imagination is a 
single-day conference offering sessions on   
writing craft, genres and marketing strategies, 
including one-to-one manuscript evaluation. 

Gemma, Sierra 
Skye* 

Victoria Literary $808 To engage in a 5-month workshop and mentor-
ship with Chelene Knight, from May to         
September 2019, to support my professional 
development as a memoirist. 

Ito, Sally Winnipeg Literary $2,000 To work on a novel entitled "Washi" about a  
Canadian artist who goes to study papermaking 
in Japan during a two-month term at the Joy 
Kogawa House Writer's Residency. 

Kovala, Anna Liisa* Sudbury Literary $1,750 To attend Sage Hill Writing with novelist 
Jacqueline Baker to provide insight into my 
manuscript. 

Moghaddam, Maria 
Sabaye 

Kanata Literary $2,000 To attend the Summer Writing Workshop at 
Humber College to hone my fiction writing skills. 

Nardone, Michael* Montreal Literary $942 To attend the conference Resonant            
Communities of Sound at Simon Fraser        
University, and present my new poetry book 
manuscript in progress, ECHOLOGUE. 

Pick, Alison Toronto Literary $2,286 To attend two writers' residencies - Yaddo in the 
spring and Ragdale in the fall. 

Piredda, Francesca Ottawa Literary $2,000 Working with a mentor during two terms,       
develop short story writing skills as I analyze 
and edit works in progress, and write new     
stories. 

Rhodes, Shane Ottawa Literary $2,295 To attend and present at the "TEXT/SOUND/
PERFORMANCE: Making in Canadian Space" 
conference at University College Dublin from 
April 25 - 27, 2019. 

Richter, Lisa Toronto Literary $1,400 To participate in the Sage Hill Writing            
Experience Spring Poetry Colloquium with 
George Elliott Clarke. 

Sayers, Rodney Port Alberni Visual $3,000 To expand our collaborative practice into print at 
Squeegeerama, a master screenprinting       
intensive at Wachiay Studio in Courtenay, BC. 

Soros, Erin Toronto Literary $2,500 The novel Hook Tender follows intimacies,    
betrayals and complex reckoning in a logging 
camp in the 1930s-1940s on British Columbia's 
west coast. 



Surani, Moez Thornhill Literary $2,500 To professionally develop my photography  
practice through a mixture of courses and   
mentorship from May 2019 through August 
2020. 

Wang, Jack Ithaca Literary $2,000 To fund a self-supporting residency at Historic 
Joy Kogawa House (June 15-August 15, 2020) 
to work on a novel-in-progress entitled The   
Riveters about Chinese Canadians during 
WWII. 

Wingate, Shoshanna Sackville Literary $2,500 I am applying for a professional development 
grant to attend the Squaw Valley Writers     
Conference in California July 8-15, 2019 for the 
non-fiction stream. 

Zachary-Nickerson, 
A.L. 

Toronto Literary $2,448 To fund my trip to this year's Writing Studio at 
the Banff Centre, where I have been invited to 
develop my first book of poetry. 

*Anna Liisa Kovala declined her grant due to the proposed program having reached full capacity.  Funds were then 

awarded to Sierra Skye Gemma and Michael Nardone, as per the recommendations of the jury. 

Recipient Community Discipline Amount Project Description 

Canadian Artists' 
Representation / Le 
Front des artistes 
canadiens 

Ottawa Visual $2,000 To attend a meeting of the World Intellectual 
Property Organization in Geneva, to participate 
in an international dialogue on copyright for  
visual artists. 

Canadian Artists 
Representation Cop-
yright Collective Inc. 

Ottawa Visual $2,000 Erin Gurski will enroll in a Certificate in          
Canadian Copyright Law e-Tutorial, and attend 
a CIAGP conference for copyright collectives in 
Berlin. 

Historic Joy Kogawa 
House Society 

Vancouver Literary $2,340 To take three online courses in restorative    
justice to learn techniques to engage Japanese 
Canadian writers for the longlasting benefit of 
the Historic Joy Kogawa House Society. 

Metonymy Press Montreal Literary $1,300 The proposed project will align Metonymy Press' 
graphic design skills with industry standards and 
equip the publisher with the requisite autonomy 
and expertise to excel moving forward. 

NeWest Publishers 
Limited 

Edmonton Literary $2,500 To aid my professional growth and connections 
in the publishing industry, I would like to attend 
the 2019 Frankfurt Fair and engage in rights 
discussions. 

Renegade Arts 
Canmore Ltd 

Canmore Literary $1,548 To meet publishers, discuss foreign book deals, 
attend PD sessions, learning best practice from 
and building relationships with my peers. 

Saskatchewan Festi-
val of Words Inc. 

Moose Jaw Literary $755 To send the Festival of Words' Operations    
Coordinator to attend a social marketing       
conference in Saskatoon and also the Festival & 
Event Management Masterclass in Regina. 

The Capilano Re-
view Contemporary 
Arts Society 

Vancouver Literary $792 To develop the Adobe Creative Cloud skills of 
staff at The Capilano Review through            
professional development courses at BCIT 
(British Columbia Institute of Technology). 

Writers' Union of 
Canada 

Toronto Literary $1,839 To build knowledge of crucial author-funding 
mechanisms at a time when changes in the 
publishing market are putting immense pressure 
on authors around the world. 

(Professional Development Grant 2019 Recipients cont.) 

ORGANIZATIONS 



EVENTS GRANTS 

 

Events grants supported literary and visual arts activity in 
Canada from coast to coast to coast. Access Copyright 
Foundation’s logo will appear in event programs in Halifax, 
Moncton, La Ronge, Yellowknife, the Yukon and         
Lethbridge, as well as in major cities in Ontario, British  
Columbia and Manitoba.  
 

Of the 47 eligible applications  received, ACF funded 10 
festivals, 4 conferences/symposia and 4 professional     
development and presentation programs by and for       
Indigenous peoples. Some frequently funded applicants 
fell below the funding line this year, in part due to the influx 
of new applicants. Eighteen of the forty-seven funding   
requests came from first-time applicants to the program, 
and five received grants.  
 

The festivals supported both contribute to and celebrate 
Canadian literature, offering writing workshops and panel 
discussions along with public readings and performances. 
The conferences convened writers, publishers and arts 
professionals to explore issues such as writing to inspire 
social change, the risks and responsibilities of writing the 
truth, breaking into the global book market, intellectual 
property rights, cultural appropriation and Indigenizing   
Canadian publishing*. ACF grants provided forums for  
critical and dynamic discourse.   
 

Like the Research grant jury, the 2019 Events jury        
supported accessible events with a strong element of    
diversity: a year-long program of workshops and           
professional development for Indigenous writers; a month-

long celebration of Indigenous storytellers and authors; a 
“Voices Less Heard” stream at a major literary festival; a 
symposium of culture events, podcasts and seminars for 
diverse and Indigenous emerging writers; a feminist, a   
bilingual and a literary diversity festival, as well as a      
festival and author tours to small and remote Northern 
communities.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*In the context of publishing, Indigenization is neither replacing    
Western knowledge and editorial practice with Indigenous knowledge 
and cultural protocol, nor merging the two into one. It is a mindful and 
collaborative braiding of the two to inform the culturally sensitive    
publication of manuscripts by Indigenous authors and to encourage 
the employment of skilled Indigenous professionals throughout       
Canadian publishing. 

One of the goals of Growing 
Room was to create a festival 
that was accessible and        
inclusive to as many people 
as possible, in particular  
writers and readers who have            
historically been               
marginalized or under-
represented in Canadian    
literature and Canadian      
society in general. In this 
spirit, we subsidized       
workshops and manuscript  
consultations.  Registration 
for the majority of events was 
pay-what-you-can.  We also 
offered ASL interpretation at 
several events and all venues 
were accessible. 

Feedback from the festival 
suggested overwhelmingly 
that the sorts of events we 
offered, and the types of con-
versations the festival        
facilitated, are desired and 
needed in Canadian            
literature.   

 

   -- Room Magazine 
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Recipient Community Discipline Amount Project Description 

AfterWords Literary 
Festival 

Halifax Literary $5,250 The second-annual AfterWords Literary     
Festival brings together writers and readers in 
Halifax for readings, panel discussions, in 
depth conversations, workshops and          
celebratory events. 

Anskohk Aboriginal 
Writers' Circle Inc. 

Saskatoon Literary $5,625 Continuing to provide PD opportunities for  
beginning, developing, emerging and          
established writers in SAWCI and community 
at large, and nurturing collaboration between 
artists and writers. 

BC Yukon Book  
Prizes 

Vancouver Literary $5,625 Celebrating the North: Engaging Small and 
Remote Communities and Promoting Excellent 
Books and Writers in Northern BC and Yukon. 

Canadian Artists' 
Representation / Le 
Front des artistes 
canadiens 

Ottawa Visual $3,717 CARFAC will present a National Gathering for 
visual artists in St. John's, with presentations 
about copyright registration services, and   
advocacy issues shared with contemporary 
craft. 

Canadian Artists 
Representation  
Copyright Collective 
Inc. 

Ottawa Visual $7,500 We will host public consultation meetings in 
thirteen communities for Indigenous visual 
artists to discuss issues about intellectual 
property, cultural appropriation, and cultural 
protocols. 

Creative Nonfiction 
Collective Society 

Vancouver Literary $3,500 The Creative Nonfiction Collective will hold its 
16th annual creative nonfiction conference 
May 8-10, 2020 at the University of Toronto's 
Emmanuel College (Victoria Campus). 

Diaspora Dialogues Toronto Literary $5,625 A symposium of free public facing art and   
culture events, live podcast recordings, and 
professional development seminars for  
emerging writers from diverse and Indigenous 
backgrounds. 

Frye Festival Moncton Literary $5,250 The Frye Festival presents a series of Literary 
Happy Hours featuring award-winning        
Canadian and International authors! 

gritLIT (Hamilton 
Literary Festival  
Association) 

Hamilton Literary $5,250 The 16th annual gritLIT Readers & Writers 
Festival, which will take place at Homewood 
Suites by Hilton, Hamilton, ON from April 16-

19, 2020. 

Indigenous Editors' 
Association 

Vancouver Literary $6,908 A gathering to offer professional development, 
networking, and promotion opportunities for 
Indigenous publishing service providers, as 
well as education opportunities for the        
publishing industry. 

Kingston WritersFest Kingston Literary $3,750 ‘Voices Less Heard’ celebrates young women, 
debut and Indigenous authors, writers of    
different experiences, backgrounds, and     
orientations that historically have been less 
often heard. 

Lethbridge Public 
Library 

Lethbridge Literary $5,250 The Word on the Street is a one-day outdoor 
literary festival comprised of author readings, 
workshops and panels, exhibitors, in a street 
fair setting. 

Events Grant 2019 Recipients 



Library Services for 
Saskatchewan    
Aboriginal Peoples 
Inc. 

La Ronge Literary $7,500 Every year since 2004, First Nations & Metis 
traditional and contemporary oral storytellers 
and Elders join with Saskatchewan librarians 
to host events during February. 

NorthWords Writers 
Festival Society 

Yellowknife Literary $5,250 NorthWords 15th Annual Writers Festival. 

Room Magazine Vancouver Literary $5,625 Growing Room: A Feminist Literary Festival is 
Room magazine’s annual literary festival, a 
celebration of diverse Canadian writers and 
artists which takes place every March. 

The FOLD        
Foundation 

Brampton Literary $7,500 The 2020 Festival of Literary Diversity (FOLD) 
celebrates diverse authors and storytellers 
from April 30 - May 3, 2020, in historic down-
town Brampton. 

The Word on the 
Street Saskatoon 
Inc. 

Saskatoon Literary $5,625 WOTS celebrates written and spoken word 
through books, newspapers, graphic novels 
and numerous ways words are used to tell 
stories, share information and affect change. 

Winnipeg             
International Writers 
Festival 

Winnipeg Literary $5,250 THIN AIR 2020, a lively bilingual literary     
festival in Winnipeg in September, honours the 
power of stories in our lives. 

(Events Grant 2019 Recipients cont.) 

This year’s conference was a year of firsts for the 
CNFC. The student readings, The Shoe Project 
[readings by immigrant women writers] and Alanna 
Mitchell’s live performance were huge successes…We 
had 42.5% of respondents attending the conference 
for the first time…We are very grateful to the Access 
Copyright Foundation and their generous support. 
Their backing is key to the conference’s success. It is 
not just the funds that ACF provides to us, it is the    
implicit encouragement that helps our volunteers    
persevere while creating three fully packed days of  
education, inspiration and collegiality.   

   -- Creative Non-Fiction Collective Society 
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INTAKE  

 

Grant intake for 2019 was above average for Professional Development, Events and Marian Hebb 
Research. The across-the-board increase in applications indicates a growing awareness of the    
Access Copyright Foundation programs. In all, 180 eligible applications were submitted. Literary 
projects continued to dominate, at 166 as compared to 14 visual, slightly below the literary versus 
visual makeup of Access Copyright members and stakeholders.      
 

Professional Development surpassed Marian Hebb Research as the highest-volume program for the 
first time, with 73 applications, from 51 Creators and 22 Arts Professionals and Publishers. The 
sharp dip in applications (to 23) after the first hiatus year of the PD program now appears to have 
been an anomaly, with an increase each subsequent cycle. Writers’ ineligibility for the Canada 
Council’s Arts Across Canada Travel Grant, which used to cover their travel to writing programs and 
residencies, is having an impact on demand. Some host organizations now refer registrants to ACF. 
Correspondence from first-time applicants also mentions word of mouth promotion by ACF-funded 
peers.  
 

With 47 applications received, the Events grant intake showed a slight increase. The October 
mailout to literary festivals and reading series fell too close to the program deadline to account for 
the 18 first-time applicants. Of the 81 organizations contacted, only 3 submitted applications, one 
successfully. However, several organizations thanked ACF for reaching out and expressed interest 
in applying next year. Following up with them well ahead of the program deadline in 2020 should 
widen the applicant pool. Organizations with provincial and federal funding tend to pass on         
subsequent deadlines after receiving news of an unsuccessful ACF application. This self-imposed 
abstention by the frequently funded benefitted five new grantees this year. 
 

The following graph shows the number of applications by program.  
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SUCCESS RATES 

 

The higher volume of applications (and consequently higher total funding request) with fixed       
program allocations resulted in a lower overall success rate in 2019. ACF funded 60 of 180          
applications, or 33%. While this marks a 10% decrease in successful applications from 2018, it still 
falls within the normal range for project grant programs.  
 

Creators of Canadian content benefitted from slightly over half of ACF’s 2019 funding allocation, 
with grants totalling approximately $127,000 as compared to Organizations, Publishers and Arts 
Professionals’ $123,000 share. Through careful stewardship, the Foundation continues to amplify 
the effect of a limited resource. The impact of $250,000 in grants will have a significant and        
sustained impact on the writing and publishing sector. 
 

Success Rates by Geographical Distribution  



Provinces with fewer submissions tend to achieve a higher success rate than those with a more 
competitive field of applications. However, the success rate for Alberta applicants in all three       
programs is disproportionately low. Outreach in the Maritime provinces and a grant writing workshop 
in Alberta may be indicated.     



Visual vs. Literary Success Rates 

 

As the following charts demonstrate, while the intake is lower, the rate of success for visual          
applications continues to surpass literary.  

 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF GRANTS AWARDED 

The 60 grants awarded in 2019 funded projects across the Canadian provinces and territories, with 
only Newfoundland and Nunavut unrepresented (one project tours authors across the Yukon, not 
shown on map). Reflecting population distribution and concentration of publishers and literary       
organizations, applicants in British Columbia and Ontario received over half the funding. Project   
activities spanned both the country and the globe.  



GRANTS BY POPULATION 

 

The bar graph below compares 2016 census national population figures to the number of grants 
awarded by ACF in 2019. Statistically, the provinces of British Columbia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick appear overrepresented, while Ontario and Quebec seem          
underrepresented.  
 

As noted previously, the number of applications submitted from a province can weigh into a jury’s 
allocation of grants in a program intended to have national reach. Newfoundland has a thriving     
literary community served by publishers, festivals, retreats and reading series, so its absence from 
the application intake this year may call for outreach. Most Quebec writers and ANEL publishers  
belong to Copibec, so capturing its true level of representation would involve a breakdown of the 
population to isolate Anglophones. There are fewer than a dozen English publishers, literary        
festivals and series in Quebec.   



Province # Applications # Awarded % Total 
Grant 
Requests 

% Total 
Grants 
Awarded 

% National 
Population* 

Application 
Success 
Rate (%) 

Alberta 35 7 19.4 11.5 12% 20.0 

British Columbia 39 13 21.7 21.3 13% 33.3 

Manitoba 9 4 5.0 6.6 4% 44.4 

New Brunswick 5 3 2.8 4.9 2% 60.0 

Newfoundland and 
Labrador 

1 0 0.6 - 1% - 

Nova Scotia 11 3 6.1 4.9 3% 27.3 

Northwest Territories 1 1 0.6 1.6 0% 100.0 

Nunavut 0 0 - - 0% - 

Ontario 57 23 31.7 37.7 38% 40.4 

Prince Edward Island 0 0 - - 0% - 

Quebec 7 2 3.9 3.3 23% 28.6 

Saskatchewan 13 4 7.2 6.6 3% 30.8 

Yukon 1 0 0.6 - 0% - 

Province $ Awarded % Total $ 
Awarded 

% National 
Population* 

Alberta 30,701 12.3 12% 

British Columbia 59,896 24.0 13% 

Manitoba 22,250 8.9 4% 

New Brunswick 10,807 4.3 2% 

Newfoundland and 
Labrador 

- - 1% 

Nova Scotia 14,725 5.9 3% 

Northwest Territories 5,250 2.1 0% 

Nunavut - - 0% 

Ontario 82,624 33.0 38% 

Prince Edward Island - - 0% 

Quebec 2,242 0.9 23% 

Saskatchewan 19,505 7.8 3% 

Yukon - - 0% 

*Based on Stats Canada 2016 figures 



JURY COMPOSITION 

 

It is never difficult to recruit jurors for ACF’s grants programs. Publishing professionals, writers 
and artists find the range of project activities, genres and applicants fascinating. They are either 
familiar with and enthusiastic about the programs, or curious to learn more. The jury panels are 
consistently stellar. This year was no exception. Each jury brought a wealth of expertise in writing, 
publishing and literary programming to their assessment of the applications. Each jury had either 
a repeat juror or a successful applicant familiar with the program.    
 

Seema Goel, author, artist and curator (Winnipeg); Greg Hollingshead, novelist, editor and       
director of the Banff Centre’s Writing Studio (Toronto); and Liz Howard, author (Calgary) travelled 
to Saskatoon to serve on the two-day Marian Hebb Research Jury. Carle Steel chaired and   
Katherine Lawrence monitored the meeting on behalf of ACF.  
 

The Professional Development jury convened remotely via WebEx. Publishing consultant and  
instructor Barbara Howson (Toronto); author/writing instructor Michael Winter (Toronto), and   
novelist Dianne Warren (Regina) adjudicated 71 applications over two days. Carle Steel chaired 
the meeting.   
 

The Events grant jury met in person in Saskatoon over one and a half days. Pat Sanders, editor, 
arts professional, publisher and poet (Winnipeg); Hazel Millar, co-founder and co-publisher of 
Book*hug Press, editor, literary programmer (Toronto); and Allan Cho, festival director, author, 
editor and research librarian (Vancouver). Joanne Gerber chaired and Katherine Lawrence    
monitored the proceedings.  
 

Jury proposals submitted to the ACF Board for approval included juror bios.  
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GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF JURORS 

 

Geographically, the Atlantic provinces were omitted from the 2019 jury panels. The juries seem 
weighted in favour of Toronto, but jurors currently living in the GTA brought years of publishing, 
teaching and writing experience from Newfoundland, Alberta, Northern Ontario and Great Britain.   
 

The far North and the province of Prince Edward Island are the only regions yet to be represented 
on an ACF jury. If cost permits, it would be invaluable to engage a juror with a Northern perspective 
for an in-person jury.  Interaction during WebEx juries can be inhibited by the technology and lack of 
personal contact. 

JUROR COMMENTS 

 

Marian Hebb Research 

 

Jurors found the terms of the criteria difficult to understand, particularly “Merit of Activity”. It seemed 
to be trying to address two different things: the worthiness of the project and feasibility. They felt the 
application skewed literary, which might limit its accessibility for visual applicants. The volume of  
applications was overwhelming and presented challenges when assessing emerging alongside    
established artists. Cloud-based access to the materials would help jurors when travelling. But   
generally, they liked the program and jury process, which they considered fair.  



Professional Development 
 

The Professional Development jury also suggested revisiting the adjudication 
criteria. However, their primary concern was with the applications submitted. 
Unrealistic or unclear learning objectives, confusing budgets, scant            
information about proposed courses and programs and non-disclosure about 
Canadian citizenship or publisher affiliations presented assessment         
challenges. Given the modest funding envelope, they suggested fine-tuning 
the eligible activities to reduce the quantity while improving the quality of    
applications received. At the same time, they encouraged promotion, as the 
program met a need for the sector but was new to some of them.     
 

Events 

 

Like previous Events juries, jurors noted the advantage gained by frequent 
applicants and by those who have already held their event. Both could      
provide more in-depth information such as attendance, presenters and    
evaluations. Thinking about how best to maximize the impact of the funding, 
they suggested that ACF consider limits for repeat applicants, such as 3 
grants over a 5-year period. This would create space for new organizations. 
They wanted guidance about the Foundation’s priorities: Is ACF interested in 
geographical representation? In funding underserved applicants? Do the   
priorities change over time? A “context brief”, such as the Canada Council 
provides, could inform jurors about funding priorities. They also wondered 
about the level of general awareness about this program – some had not 
heard of it before the invitation to adjudicate. This great resource should be 
promoted. 
 

 

RESPONSE TO JUROR FEEDBACK 

 

Most of the issues raised by 2019 jurors mirrored those flagged by previous 
juries. ACF considered jurors’ suggestions and insights during the program 
review. Some suggestions, such as narrowing the range of  eligible activities, 
ran counter to the Foundation’s priorities. Others were adopted during the 
guideline and application package revisions. The move to a portal intake   
process will resolve some practical concerns. 
 

Adjudication criteria have been rewritten and the next few deadlines will  
reveal whether the new wording provides clarity. Inconsistencies in            
application packages submitted for adjudication should be minimized by 
SmartSimple. Applicants will now be guided by budget templates, document 
and link prompts, word limits and uniform organization of their package   
components.  
 

Other issues, such as uneven articulation of projects, objectives and          
curatorial vision, are perennial and endemic. Grant writing workshops may 
improve some applicants’ submissions, but others will continue to struggle to 
present funding proposals effectually. All 2019 jurors expressed consensus 
on two points: they appreciated the opportunity to adjudicate and affirmed the 
relevance and value of the Access Copyright Foundation grant programs.  

(Juror Comments cont.) 
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The Arts Board submitted a comprehensive five-year report on the grants programs to ACF in early 
2018. In July 2019, the ACF Board met with the Arts Board to discuss and develop strategic        
responses. Without repeating the detailed agenda and record, the following graphic provides a    
distillation of priorities identified.  
 

The mandate for ACF was reaffirmed: 
 

Access Copyright Foundation provides support to creators and organizations          
engaged in the development and dissemination of publishable Canadian works in the 
literary and visual arts.  We are an arm’s length foundation of Access Copyright, the 
collective voice of creators and publishers in Canada.   

 

A list of organizational values included: 

• Excellence 

• Publishing 

• Imagination and creativity 

• Diversity and inclusivity 

• Professionalism 

• A spirit of inquiry and engagement 

• Curiosity and life-long learning 

• Openness 

• Fair compensation for rights holders 

ACF and the Arts Board developed an action plan and the initial goals have been met.                  
Implementation will continue in the upcoming year.   



STAFFING  
 

Staff changes at the Arts Board directly affected ACF program delivery in 2019. Administrative     
Coordinator Tracy Chudy returned from leave in January and assumed her role as support for all 
three grant intakes. Carle Steel served as Program Consultant through the Marian Hebb Research 
and Professional Development Grant intakes and adjudication. Joanne Gerber returned from her 
contract with the Canada Council for the Arts (as Program Officer responsible for the Frankfurt 2020 
Translation Incentive and several other writing and publishing programs) in mid September, to      
resume her position as Program Consultant in time to manage the Events Grant intake. Carle 
stayed on until the end of 2019 to complete program revisions for all three programs in consultation 
with the ACF Board. She also worked with Deron Staffen, Administrative Coordinator Programs and 
Technical Services to develop the forms needed to move the programs into SmartSimple, the Arts 
Board’s online application portal, a complex and mammoth task.  
 

ACF Board members Elle Andra-Warner, Brian Henderson, Margaret Reynolds and Katherine   
Lawrence provided support throughout the year and actively participated in the program revision 
process. Katherine attended both in-person jury meetings. 
 

 

SPECIAL PROJECTS 

 

Revising the three grant programs, rewriting the guidelines and application packages and beginning 
the transition to SmartSimple portal intake were the three major projects undertaken during 2019. As 
noted above, Carle Steel accomplished all three, with consultation and editorial input by ACF.  
 

Importing the programs to SmartSimple began with the Events grant intake in November. The    
transition was remarkably smooth. Applicants reported only minor glitches, quickly resolved by Arts 
Board staff. Otherwise, the portal proved to be both smart and simple for ACF applicants. Many 
commented on the ease of applying. Program staff and jurors were equally pleased by the change. 
The online documents were organized, legible and consistent, greatly reducing reviewing time over 
paper applications. Remote login allowed instant access to address applicant queries. Tracy’s   
preparation of juror packages and delivery to the jurors was expedited. When adjudication material 
and applications were ready for review, the portal was opened for instant access by the jurors. This 
gave them extra days to complete their assessments.   
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OUTREACH  
 

The five-year program review identified outreach to new potential applicants, particularly in under-
served, remote or diverse communities as a goal. Informed by her work with the Canada Council’s 
Public Outreach program for literary events and by ACF Board suggestions, Joanne prepared a 
mailing list of potential Events grant applicants and member service organizations (for creators,  
organizations and publishers) which could disseminate the notice through their newsletters and  
social media feed. The mailout went out in late October, generating several thanks and expressions 
of interest.  
 

Occupation with program review and migration online put outreach on the back burner for much of 
2019. Joanne introduced the programs in public grant sessions in October at La Troupe du Jour, 
Globe Theatre and the Saskatchewan Writers Guild’s Fiftieth Anniversary Conference. Several   
applications ensued. Promotion and introduction of the programs should become a higher priority in 
2020, especially with changes to the guidelines and application process. Joanne took many        
opportunities to mention the ACF programs to Canadian writers, publishers and literary                
organizations throughout her time at the Canada Council. Unsuccessful applicants invariably      
inquired about other funding sources, and she attended many writing and publishing events across 
Canada where her previous role with ACF led to inquiries about the programs. 

 

Hello! 
I am writing to you today on behalf of Access Copyright Foundation to let you 
know about a funding opportunity you may not be aware of.  
 

Access Copyright Foundation promotes and supports Canadian culture by  
providing grants (Events, Professional Development, and Marian Hebb Research 
Grants) to assist with the development and distribution of publishable Canadian 
works. Each year, Access Copyright Foundation provides $250,000 in grants to 
organizations and individuals working in the literary and visual arts fields. We are 
an arm’s length foundation of Access Copyright, a collective voice of creators and 
publishers in Canada. 
 

For more details on application guidelines, and for more information on Access 
Copyright Foundation and its programs, please visit acfoundation.ca.  
 

For regular updates on deadlines and grant news, follow Access Copyright on 
Twitter and Facebook, or subscribe to its newsletter https://
accesscopyright.us11.list-manage.com/subscribe?
u=b227d2aadb87359ffb8fd42ab&id=8cdf705f9c 

 

Access Copyright Foundation grant programs are administered by the            
Saskatchewan Arts Board. Please don’t hesitate to contact me with questions, 
and feel free to pass this on to colleagues who might be interested in our grants.  
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2019 Cost Recovery for April 10 – 11/2019 – Marian Hebb Research Grants 

A1.  Adjudica�on Fees 

 
 

A2. Adjudica�on Expense 

 
 

B. Jury Recruitment & Support 

 
 

Total Jury and Support:            $7,548.18 

 

2019 Cost Recovery for June 5 – 6/2019 – Professional Development Grants 

A1.  Adjudica�on Fees 

 
 

A2. Adjudica�on Expense  

 
 

Jurors: Honoraria $600.00 (Full day)  + $341 (half day)* 3 jurors 2,823.00 

Jurors: Reading Fees $5.50/file *60 files *3 jurors 990.00 

Total Adjudica�on Fees

  

  $3,813.00 

Accommoda�on   1,062.32 

Travel  Includes airfare, taxi expenses, Per diem  2,252.42 

Catering   200.80 

Total Adjudica�on Expense   $3,515.54 

Courier/Postage $25/juror*3 jurors 75.00 

Office supplies   30.00 

Photocopying/Scanning  $0.07/page*1352 94.64 

Telephone $20/deadline 20.00 

Total Jury Recruitment & Support   $219.64 

Jurors: Honoraria $600.00 (Full day)  + $341 (half day)* 3 jurors  2,823.00 

Jurors: Reading Fees $5.50/file *76 files *3 jurors 1,254.00 

Total Adjudica�on Fees

  

  $4,077.00 

Snacks (Katherine was at the office) 8.66 

Total Adjudica�on Expense $8.66 

FINANCIALS 



B. Jury Recruitment & Support 

 
 

Total Jury and Support:            $4,325.25 

2019 Cost Recovery for December 16 – 17/2019 – Events Grants 

A1.  Adjudica�on Fees 

 
 

A2. Adjudica�on Expense 

 
 

B. Jury Recruitment & Program Support 

 
 

C. Program Review 

 
 

 

Total Jury and Support and Program Review:         $7,932.75 

Courier/Postage $25/juror*3 jurors 75.00 

Office supplies $10/S�cks*3 jurors 30.00 

Photocopying/Scanning $0.07/page*1637 114.59 

Telephone $20/deadline 20.00 

Total Jury Recruitment & Support   $239.59 

Jurors: Honoraria $600.00 (Full day) + $341 (half day)* 3 jurors 2,823.00 

Jurors: Reading Fees $5.50/file *47 files *3 jurors 775.50 

Total Adjudica�on Fees

  

  $3,598.50 

Accommoda�on   994.50 

Travel  Includes airfare, taxi expenses, Per diem  2249.02 

Catering   304.11 

Total Adjudica�on Expense   $3,547.63 

Photocopying/Scanning  $0.07/page*200 14.00 

Telephone $20/deadline 20.00 

Total Jury Recruitment & Support   $34.00 

Program Review Dianne Warren 550.00 

Program Review Mee�ng Katherine in office 202.62 

    $752.62 

(Financials cont.) 



PROGRAMS 

 

Program guidelines and application packages have just been revised in response to the five-year 
program report and review. No further changes are recommended unless indicated by issues       
surfacing during the initial grant intake and adjudication process. Juries will be asked to comment on 
key areas such as adjudication criteria.  

OUTREACH AND SECTOR ENGAGEMENT 

Both the review process and juror feedback identified the need for greater awareness of the ACF 
Programs. The Board Members could assume a more active role to complement outreach by the 
Program Consultant. Foundation involvement, especially in their regions or spheres of activity would 
expand the reach of promotional activities while remaining cost-effective.  
 

• Identify key events and strategic opportunities to promote or establish a visible presence 
(Consultant) 

• Provide Board with list of ACF-funded events by region (Consultant)  
• Provide Board with list of major stakeholder events by region—Creators, Publishers,             

Organizations (Consultant) 
• Attend and promote programs at high profile and applicant-rich events such as Canadian   

Writers & Book Summits, East Bound, Indigenous Editors and Canadian Publishers Gathering 
etc. (Consultant and Board members) 

• Create ACF name tags for visual identity (AC?) 
• Create half-pager or bookmark to introduce ACF programs for distribution on literature tables, 

in conference packs, at outreach events (AC?) 
• Meet director or grant writer at events which have applied for or received ACF grants 

(Consultant and Board members)  
• Request podium introduction or two-minute podium pitch at ACF funded events (Consultant 

and Board members)  
• At Creator-focused events, request space for 15-minute “speed dating” grant consultations with 

poster, handouts, presence on literature table or registration desk to ensure uptake 
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(Recommendations cont.) 

 

Access Copyright Foundation must not overlook the strategic opportunity presented by Canada’s 
Guest of Honour year at the 2020 Frankfurt Book Fair. The publishing world will be focused on   
Canada, and ACF should assert its presence as a key player. The Board and Program Consultant 
should teleconference well before the Professional Development grant deadline to discuss         
strategies. Some possibilities:   
 

• Guest of Honour program ad placement 
• Frankfurt Book Fair ad placement  
• Professional Development Grant program notice on websites: FBM 2020, ACP, LPG,        

regional Book Publishing Associations as alternate funding source for publishers, editors, 
agents looking for travel support to attend 

• Reminder to PD Grant Recipients who travel to Frankfurt to mention ACF in social media 
feeds 

 

Promotion through AC and ACF websites: 
 

• Monthly project/applicant highlights on AC website with spotlight on those which embody 
ACF values and priorities, such as innovation, diversity, geographical reach, etc. 

• Annual or quarterly posting of book publications or awards which received manuscript      
support. (Requires a mailout to past recipients to gather information.)  

 

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSIVITY 

 

These ACF values have already been reflected in grant awards by 2019 juries: they are shared by 
other funders and have been adopted by Canadian publishers. To increase applications from and 
ACF awareness in diverse and underserved communities, the following steps are suggested. 
 

• Strategic outreach (as above) by Board or Consultant at events such as Saskatchewan     
Aboriginal Writers Circle Inc. gatherings, Anskohk Festival, Growing Room Festival,          
LiterAsian Festival, the Indigenous Editors Association and Canadian Publishers gathering, 
Festival of Literary Diversity 

• Include diverse, underserved or regionally underrepresented communities on ACF juries   
juror recruitment  

• Website and newsletter highlight of projects featuring diversity, ASL interpretation,             
accessible venues to convey this as ACF priority 

 

OPERATIONS 

 

Two ACF grant programs will accept online applications for the first time in 2019.  We will note     
applicant and juror feedback and issues with SmartSimple in next year’s report. It will be interesting 
to watch for the impact on program delivery costs. If substantial savings are realized, ACF may   
consider redirecting resources toward in-person juries and strategic outreach. Several high profile 
events drawing stakeholders identified as ACF priorities will occur in 2020. Establishing a presence 
and undertaking promotion will entail costs.  
 

 

Further recommendations may follow with more in-depth consideration of ACF’s response to the  
five-year program review and newly identified priorities. The returning Program Consultant has only 
recently read those documents and meeting records.   


